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The documentary short “How I Learned to Speak Turkish” started out innocently enough as a vacation diary chronicling my 
first trip to Turkey, and the powerful effect it has on my senses. From the moment I got off the plane, I was overwhelmed with 
the sights and sounds and fragrances and atmosphere of Istanbul, and I began to capture my surroundings as well as my inner 
responses. 

I had my camera with because I was planning to interview young women about feminism, but most the fascinating part of Istan-
bul was turning out to be the men, particularly because they were so fascinated with me. I loved being watched as I walked by, 
the object of their male gaze–and I was struck by how un-feminist this feeling seemed to me. Why were they so interested in me? 
And why was I so drawn to them?

Things became even more interesting when I was introduced to an aspiring gigolo who was desperate to go to America with me. 
He was a mysterious guy with a questionable past, and although I’m normally a cautious person, I found myself taking more and 
more risks just to see where it would lead. My story got weirder (and frankly, funnier) as it built to a very unexpected climax – 
which is when I finally realized that I had a full-fledged narrative arc.  

This offbeat travel diary had turned into a something quite different: A chronicle of my obsession with Turkish male culture, 
an examination of cultural stereotypes, a contemplation of the meaning of ‘the exotic other,’ and a meditation on the nature of 
female power – and it all became part of this unusual and very personal documentary. Infused with humor and my first-person 
style, the film became an examination of a specific male culture and how it informed my own experience as a woman. 

The film is shot almost entirely POV – the viewer is under the male gaze just as I was. The men in the film talk right at the 
viewer – in fact, the viewer becomes implicit in this exploration. It’s also happening to them and they are asked to search their 
own feelings about what is going on. 

Here and there are parts of me – my walking feet, a blurred image of my face flashing by – but only at the end do you really see 
me clearly, circling or running towards the camera with the strange new power and awareness I have found at the end of this 
journey.

The film has screened here in the US as well as in Germany and Turkey. I was a bit nervous about the Turkish screenings but got 
a very positive response, most amusingly from men who wanted to be ‘interviewed’ for my next project. After many trips back to 
Turkey, the men and the country are no less captivating. Making a greater commitment to my love affair with Turkey, I recently 
purchased an apartment in Beyoglu, Istanbul, where I spend as much time as possible.
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